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Abstract—This work investigates Compound Facial Expression
(CFE) recognition in 3D images captured in two domains: forced
and spontaneous. While no public datasets containing 3D faces
and explicit CFE annotation data is available, such expressions
can be inferred from the active actions units (AUs) present
in the face. An well-known 3D AU detector, based on Local
Depth Binary Patterns, was studied to develop a method for
automatically determining the AUs of the face, allowing for CFEs
to be recognized. Benchmarks are conducted on two public 3D
datasets: Bosphorus and BP4D-Spontaneous. Results confirm the
efficacy of the proposed approach, exploiting the robustness to
variations in lighting, head pose and changes in facial appearance
found in 3D images. Experiments indicate that CFEs are more
likely to be found in spontaneous basic expressions, rather than
on forced expressions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time that CFEs are studied in 3D images.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main non-verbal communication pathway in the human
species happens through the interpretation and demonstration
of facial muscle patterns [1], [2]. Individuals, regardless of
their cultural background and characteristics, present non-
verbal communication and express emotions through natural
movements, which involve contracting groups of face muscles.
These configurations are important non-verbal components in
communication.

The psychological state of a person during communication
can be inferred from their facial expression, playing a major
role when conveying a message. Therefore, the study of
these expressions is important in different areas, including
psychotherapy, education, and graphics animation [3]. As a
result, automatic methods for recognizing facial expression in
images have been studied and devised [4].

While multiple works focus on analyzing and detecting
basic facial expressions (happy, sad, fear, disgust, surprise and
angry) [5], [6], [7], Du et al. [8], [9] defined the concept
of Compound Facial Expressions (CFEs). CFEs represent a
combination of the basic expressions (e.g. happily surprised,
happily disgusted, and sadly fearful), resulting in a much larger
set of emotions.

So far, most published works have focused on 2D images
[4], [8], [10], [11], despite their limitations due to variations
in pose, lighting and other changes in facial appearance [12].
In order to deal with these problems, the use of 3D images
has been considered for analyzing expressions [13]. Sandbach
et al. [14] proposed the detection of individual Action Units

(AUs) that compose basic expressions for performing classifi-
cation in depth images.

Another important distinction is between spontaneous and
forced (posed) facial expressions. According to Zhang et al.
[15], these differ in several dimensions, including complexity,
time and intensity. Du et al. [9] suggest that the neural systems
involved in the production of forced and spontaneous expres-
sions are different, but that the standard AU configurations in
CFEs are the same.

Recently, an increased interest in CFEs by the scientific
community has became apparent. Publications include auto-
matic recognition in 2D images [11], human recognition of
computer generated 3D expressions [16], automatic annotation
of 2D images [17], and an annotated 2D image dataset [18].
However, to the best of our knowledge, CFE recognition has
not been explored in 3D images. Therefore, we study the
presence of CFEs in publicly available 3D datasets, conceived
with basic expressions in mind, and propose an approach for
automatically recognizing CFEs in the 3D space, both for
forced and spontaneous expressions.

The proposed approach is based on identifying individual
AUs, applying a method based on [14], and inferring the CFE
from their configuration. Both steps, detecting the AUs and
recognizing the CFE, were tested on all publicly available
3D datasets with AU annotations, Bosphorus [3] and BP4D-
Spontaneous [15], each representing a different a domain.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the methodology for recognizing CFEs, detailing all
steps; Section III presents the performed experiments, their
results and a discussion on the findings; the final remarks are
presented in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED APPROACH

According to Liu et al. [19], facial expressions recognition
methods can be classified into two groups: action unit based
(those that consider individual components) and appearance
based (those that consider the entire face region). We explore
AU detection for the task, as there are, currently, no 3D
datasets with explicitly annotated CFEs.

The proposed approach for CFE recognition in 3D faces is
performed in two stages. First, a state-of-the-art AU detector is
applied [14], then the resulting set of AUs is used for inferring
the CFE. Both steps are explained in this section, including
our implementation of the detector with all parameters and
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Fig. 1. The proposed CFE recognition approach, including the steps from Sandbach et al.’s AU detector [14]

decisions made to address the missing details in the original
paper. A general overview of the approach is available in
Figure 1.

A. Local Depth Binary Patterns (LDBP) for AU detection

AU detection is performed according to Sandbach et al.’s
method [14], via the following steps: noise-reduction; align-
ment; rendering; segmentation; noise-reduction; feature extrac-
tion; training or estimation.

Bosphorus [3] and BP4D-Spontaneous [15] each present the
3D information in a different format, therefore, the regular
point cloud found in Bosphorus is triangulated, resulting in a
mesh, similar to those found in BP4D-Spontaneous. To reduce
noise, Laplacian smoothing [20] is applied to the meshes.

Alignment is performed by applying an affine transforma-
tion to the mesh. This transformation is defined according
to the position of the annotated fiducial points of the face
being processed and those of a, hand chosen, near frontal
face (one for each dataset). While the faces in Bosphorus
are already segmented, background and body data is removed
from the images in BP4D-Spontaneous using Segundo et al.’s
method [21]. The resulting mesh is rendered onto a depth
image (220x300 pixel) using a planar projection, holes are
filled using bicubic interpolation. Finally, the median filter of
size five is applied to the image and the face bounding box is
cropped. Examples of the resulting depth maps can be found
in Figure 2.

Feature extraction is performed by applying the Local Depth
Binary Patterns (LDBP) filter [14] on the depth images. The
resulting image is divided into a 10x10 grid and the feature
vector is defined by the concatenation of the normalized His-
tograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [22] of all subregions.
Training and predicting is performed using numerous binary
Support Vector Machines (SVM) [23], one for each AU.

The histogram intersection kernel and 10-fold cross-validation
were used.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Examples of 3D images from both datasets and resulting depth maps
after preprocessing the 3D faces. (a) represents the original mesh from the
Bosphorus dataset and (b), its resulting depth map. (c) is the original mesh
from BP4D-Spontaneous and (d), its depth map
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B. Automatic recognition of Compound Facial Expressions in
3D images

After the AUs are detected, CFEs can be easily inferred
based on the AU configuration found in each face. Du et al.
[8], [9] explicitly defined all CFEs in terms of AUs, which is
used for translating a set of active AUs to the corresponding
CFE. If the detected set or the ground-truth AU annotation
does not configure an existing CFE, the face is classified
as having an unknown expression, as neutral faces should
not present active action units. Finally, the proposed method
is unable to recognize between three CFEs, namely sadly
disgusted, appalled and hateful, as they are all characterized
by the presence of both AU 4 and 10, the only difference being
their intensity, which is not addressed in this work. Therefore
these three compound expressions are mapped to a single class.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were performed on the Bosphorus dataset [3],
containing forced expressions, and on the BP4D-Spontaneous
dataset [15], containing spontaneous expressions. Once the
projection and all depth maps were finalized, a total of 2,900
frontally aligned depth maps from the Bosphorus dataset was
obtained. On BP4D-Spontaneous, 10,000 random faces were
chosen for the experiment and their corresponding depth map
was generated. On both cases, training was performed with
90% of the faces and the rest was used for testing. When
training each AU classifier, all positive training samples of
that AU are used, and an equal number of negative samples
is randomly chosen, preserving class balance.

To perform the task of recognizing the CFEs in 3D faces, all
action units that compose them were considered for detection,
namely 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 17, 20, 25 and 26. Ground-truth
CFE data is generated by simply mapping the ground-truth set
of active AUs to their corresponding CFE. For example: if the
AUs 1, 2, 5 and 25 are present in the face, the awed expression
is recognized.

AU detection and CFE recognition rates are reported sepa-
rately, allowing for a deeper understanding of the performance
and limitations of both our implementation and the proposed
approach. Individual AU detection rates for both datasets are
presented in Table I, the average detection rate on Bosphorus
was 76.4% and 86.3% on BP4D-Spontaneous, suggesting a
better performance with spontaneous expressions.

Because the datasets were not explicitly designed to include
CFEs, an initial evaluation of the CFE inference step was
performed using the ground-truth AU annotations. Results
reveal that only approximately 1.5% of the all faces present
compound expressions, with not all classes being represented
(only eight out of 15), we believe this is due to the forced
nature of the acquisition process, in which the subjects were
asked to simulate basic expressions. In a spontaneous situ-
ations, the BP4D-Spontaneous dataset, subjects produced the
expressions naturally, resulting in a wide range of nuances and
over 41% of the captured faces containing CFEs, covering the
whole possible range of combinations.

TABLE I
INDIVIDUAL HIT RATE FOR EACH AU ON EACH DATASET

AU Bosphorus BP4D-Spontaneous
1 75.0% 84.7%
2 67.2% 83.9%
4 76.9% 85.1%
5 73.7% 85.0%
6 79.6% 88.7%

10 76.3% 87.8%
12 82.2% 92.9%
15 68.4% 84.1%
17 76.8% 79.0%
20 75.8% 90.9%
25 92.4% 95.9%
26 72.3% 84.1%

Average 76.4% 86.3%

When inferring the CFEs directly from the automatically
detected AUs, eight of the nine expression classes present in
Bosphorus were found, and 11 of the 16 in BP4D-Spontaneous
were represented. An overall accuracy of 84.83% was achieved
on Bosphorus and of 78.5% on BP4D-Spontaneous. While
inferior, the results on the spontaneous dataset provide better
insight on the performance of the proposed approach, as the
class distribution is not highly unbalanced. Table II presents
all possible CFEs and their class numbers, Tables III and IV
present the estimation results as confusion matrices.

TABLE II
ALL CFES AND THEIR CLASS NUMBERS

# Expression
0 Unknown
1 Happily Surprised
2 Happily Disgusted
3 Sadly Fearful
4 Sadly Angry
5 Sadly Surprised
6 Special Case
7 Fearfully Angry
8 Fearfully Surprised
9 Fearfully Disgusted
10 Angrily Surprised
11 Angrily Disgusted
12 Disgustedly Surprised
13 Awed
14 Happily Fearful
15 Happily Sad

IV. FINAL REMARKS

An approach for automatically recognizing CFEs in 3D
faces was presented. AUs detected with a state-of-the-art
method are used to infer the compound expressions, based on
the configuration that defines them. While there are currently
no public 3D datasets that include explicit CFE annotations,
our experiments indicate that such expressions can appear in
spontaneous situations, indicating that the BP4D-Spontaneous
dataset [15] is suited for evaluating CFEs in 3D faces. In future
work, the possibility of recognizing CFE directly from the 3D
face can be explored, as well as the possibility of devising a
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TABLE III
CONFUSION MATRIX WHEN AUTOMATICALLY RECOGNIZING CFES IN

BOSPHORUS

Prediction
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Tr
ut

h

0 86.70.4 3.2 1.80.4 2.2 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.4 2.5 0.7
1
2 100
3
4 100
5 50.0 50.0
6 66.7 33.3
7 50.0 50.0
8
9
10 100
11100
12
13
14
15

TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX WHEN AUTOMATICALLY RECOGNIZING CFES IN

BP4D-SPONTANEOUS

Prediction
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Tr
ut

h

0 82.8 1.1 4.7 1.9 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.2 0.6 1.3 3.4 0.50.2 0.3 0.3
1 16.762.520.8
2 11.2 5.1 73.60.4 1.1 1.1 1.4 3.6 2.5
3
4 100
5 20.0 80.0
6 28.6 28.6 42.9
7 33.3 66.7
8
9

10 14.3 14.357.1 14.3
1126.5 5.9 2.9 64.7
12
13
14 16.7 8.3 75.0
1540.0 60.0

robust method for recognizing CFEs even when not all of the
relevant AUs were detected.
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